It has been previously shown that two effects cause dramatic changes in the x-ray absorption and emission spectra from the N K edge of the insulating crystal ammonium nitrate. First, vibrational disorder causes major changes in the absorption spectrum, originating not only from the thermal population of phonons, but, significantly, from zero-point motion as well. Second, the anomalously large broadening (∼ 4 eV) of the emission originating from nitrate σ states is due to unusually short lifetimes of quasiparticles in an otherwise extremely narrow band. In this work we investigate the coupling of these effects to core and valence excitons that are created as the initial x-ray excitation energy is progressively reduced toward the N edge. Using a GW/Bethe-Salpeter approach, we show the extent to which this anomalous broadening is captured by the GW approximation. The data and calculations demonstrate the importance that the complex self-energies (finite lifetimes) of valence bands have on the interpretation of emission spectra. We produce a scheme to explain why extreme lifetimes should appear in σ states of other similar compounds.
I. INTRODUCTION
We recently presented a comparison of theory and experiment, looking at x-ray absorption and emission from (to) the nitrogen 1s in several ionic crystals [1] . Line broadening and suppression effects observed in x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) from the compounds NH 4 Cl and NH 4 NO 3 were attributed to phonon disorder in the lattice, and the zero-point motion of high-frequency 1000 cm −1 to 3000 cm −1 phonon modes proved to be significant (k B T ≈ 200 cm −1 at room temperature). The inclusion of these effects brings the calculated absorption into a considerable degree of agreement with the observed XAS. The emission spectra from both compounds showed evidence of atomic disorder as well, but also an unexpected extreme broadening (∼ 4 eV) of one of the emission lines of NH 4 NO 3 . This anomalous broadening was explained by a many-body effect that causes strong lifetime broadening in the quasiparticles associated with the NO σ bonds.
The results described previously were only evaluated for x-ray emission spectra (XES)
at incident energies well above the K edge of nitrogen. The situation becomes even more complex as the energy decreases towards the vicinity of an excitation edge. Referred to as resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS), x-ray emission has a strong sensitivity to the initial excitation energy in the region at and just above the absorption edge. As a lowestorder approximation this can be thought of as a convolution of occupied and unoccupied densities of states as probed by the core excitations, but strong electron-hole interactions near threshold can result in complex excitonic behavior [2] . Nevertheless, a calculation of emission spectra using the Bethe-Salpeter equation, evaluated for an ensemble of snapshots of lattice disorder, provides a remarkably accurate description of changes in the XES.
With two inequivalent N sites on the NH + 4 cation and NO − 3 anion, ammonium nitrate is a well-suited model system for evaluating various contributions to x-ray spectra. In this paper, we demonstrate the effects of vibrational disorder and lifetime broadening in a comparison with measurements of RIXS of NH 4 NO 3 at excitation energies progressively decreasing from 25 eV above the nitrogen K edge. We show the origins of, and have developed a criterion for, the presence of the anomalous broadening in XES.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments were carried out at the plane grating monochromator (PGM) beamline for undulator radiation in the PTB laboratory at the electron storage ring BESSY II [3, 4] .
The beamline provides tunable radiation in the soft x-ray range with high spectral purity and photon flux. The undulator radiation is focused on the sample and the fluorescence radiation is detected using a spherical grating spectrometer on a Rowland circle with a CCD detector [5, 6] . The monochromator was calibrated by measuring the N K-absorption spectrum of N 2 gas in a cell as detected by a photodiode. Multiple vibrational bands were fitted assuming the value for the first vibrational peak corresponding to the initial 1s − 1π * g band transition of 400.70 eV [7] . The standard uncertainty of the monochromator fit to the vibrational peaks was 105 meV. The photodiode was also used to normalize the photon flux over the energy range of the scan.
The emission spectrometer consisted of a spherical grating with a pitch of 1200 lines/mm on a Rowland circle of 2.5 m radius with a CCD detector of 1024 channels along the dispersive direction and 1024 transverse channels in the grating plane. The emission spectrometer was calibrated using elastic scattering of the monochromatic radiation from a BN sample over a range of 15 eV. The uncertainty of the spectrometer calibration was 60 meV, giving a combined uncertainty of 121 meV. The acceptance of the CCD gave a range of 40 eV, and therefore at each excitation energy the entire XES was recorded simultaneously.
The samples consisted of ammonium nitrate microcrystalline powder (99.89% purity)
that was pressed into an indium foil and mounted in high vacuum. All measurements were carried out at room temperature. Absorption spectra were obtained by monitoring the N Kα line fluorescence intensity with a Si drift detector (SDD). The fluorescence intensities need to be corrected for self-absorption in order to have a true x-ray absorption spectrum (XAS).
This was done by using a previously obtained, experimental ratio for the same compound of electron escape (short mean free path) vs. total fluorescence (long mean free path) as a function of energy. Radiation damage to the sample was minimized by measuring each XES over multiple points on the sample and combining the results. XES were accumulated at each excitation energy for 4200 s.
III. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
We calculate our spectra using ocean [8, 9] , which builds on single-particle electron wavefunctions of the system from either density functional theory (DFT) or many-body GW calculations as outlined in section III A. The ocean package relies on external codes for both the DFT and GW calculations. Details of ocean are provided in section III B, and the treatment of disorder and vibrations is covered in III C.
A. Electronic ground state and self-energy effects
Density functional theory (DFT) is a widely used method for determining electronic ground-state properties of condensed matter systems. In DFT the many-body interaction terms in the Hamiltonian are replaced with an energy functional of the density, reducing the computational cost significantly. The success and popularity of DFT is owed to the utility of the eigenstates, or Kohn-Sham orbitals, in calculations of ground state properties:
phase stability, conductance, etc. Formally, only the density of the DFT system will match the interacting system, and the DFT orbitals have no guaranteed relationship with the quasiparticle amplitudes. However, for many systems, DFT orbitals have been used to successfully reproduce experimental observations.
DFT solves a non-interacting system, and to connect to excited-state phenomena it is necessary to correct the Kohn-Sham orbitals. The full, interacting Green's function can be separated into a non-interacting Green's function and the sum of all connected interaction diagrams called the irreducible self-energy Σ
Following the prescription of Hedin, the many-body interactions are treated within the GW approximation Σ = iGW [10] .
The DFT exchange-correlation functional can be thought of as an initial approximation to the self-energy. Taking the Kohn-Sham orbitals to be close to the true electron wavefunctions, the GW corrections can be applied as a complex-valued correction ∆Σ to the LDA energy E LDA , i.e., lowest-order perturbation theory,
where n and k are the band and crystal momentum of the state. The self-energy operator Σ depends on the energy of the quasiparticle, and the contributions from the exchangecorrelation potentialV XC must be subtracted. In insulators the real part of the self-energy correction ∆E GW generally increases the bandgap and stretches both the valence and conduction bands away from the Fermi level. Typically the corrections can take the form of a static shift and 3% to 5% stretch [11] .
The imaginary part of the self-energy Γ nk starts off near zero and in most materials grows smoothly in magnitude with increasing distance from the Fermi level. This imaginary component is related to the physical lifetime. Consider the propagator for a single state n, dropping the spatial dependence,
This can be be transformed to the time domain giving
which decays with a characteristic time Γ n . Single-electron excitations in an interacting system will have finite lifetimes after which they will have scattered into other states. The growth of the imaginary part of the self-energy with increasing separation from the Fermi energy reflects the growth in available states to scatter into. Large discontinuities from this trend do occur, especially for the inner core levels whose lifetime may be longer than much less-bound states deep in the valence band. This is primarily due to differences in the matrix elements for the transition -the core level electrons are much more spatially localized.
Alternatively, the lifetime can be thought of from a scattering perspective, such as in recent work on Auger recombination rates of valence excitations in nitrides [12] . A quasiparticle can only decay if there is an available state to decay into and a way for the scattering process to conserve energy and momentum. In condensed systems both phonon and photon coupling will allow a quasiparticle to shed energy and momentum, but these contributions are smaller than electron-electron scattering and are neglected by our self-energy calculations. For example, a quasihole i will have a lifetime,
where v and c are electrons in the valence and conduction bands respectively, f are possible final hole states, energies vc are differences in single-particle energies v − c , and W is the screened Coulomb operator. More completely, the electron-hole excitation would include excitonic binding, shifting the single-particle energies.
B. X-ray spectroscopy with OCEAN
The ocean package can be used to calculate x-ray spectroscopy, including x-ray absorption (XAS), non-resonant inelastic scattering (NRIXS) [also called x-ray Raman scattering (XRS)], x-ray emission (XES), and resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) [8, 9] . Its primary focus is near-threshold calculations: absorption at or just above the edge or emission from the valence bands. In what follows there are two important approximations. Firstly, we will not attempt to solve the full many-electron problem. Instead we use single-particle states and operators. These states are quasiparticles either directly from DFT or with GW corrections. Secondly, we assume that the atomic and electronic degrees of freedom are separable, following the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The cross-section σ is implicitly dependent on all of the atomic positions σ R .
Absorption
In ocean the Bethe-Salpeter equation is used to account for excitonic effects between the photo-electron and the core hole [13] . The excited-state Hamiltonian is described by two interaction terms: the screened Coulomb attraction W and the bare exchange V X which also defines the 2-particle propagator G (2) ,
where the momentum dependence q is implicit in the terms of the Hamiltonian. The absorption cross-section can be written
where i denotes the ground state of our system, E i (E f ) is the energy of the inital (final) state, and the electron-photon operator isd = (ˆ · r) (1
To evaluate matrix elements of our BSE Hamiltonian we consider the space of twoparticle states containing one core hole and one conduction-band state. These basis states are eigenstates of the ground state system, i.e., without the core hole, calculated using DFT with GW corrections. By construction we conserve crystal momentum k such that the electron state is offset from the core hole by the photon's momentum q. For nitrogen 1s absorption or emission, the photon momentum and core-hole radius are both small, q·r 1, and so we use the dipole approximationd =ˆ · r. The use of ground state orbitals for our calculation means that supercells are not required in our approach. However, large cells are necessary to consider disordered systems.
Typically, we make no attempt to directly invert the two-body BSE Hamiltonian, but instead we use the Haydock inversion scheme to approximate the spectrum as a continued fraction [14, 15] . In the Haydock approach the Hamiltonian must be Hermitian, and the quasiparticle lifetimes are applied as a uniform broadening parameter. For near-edge xray spectra the lifetime broadening of the core hole is ordinarily large compared to that of the conduction or valence bands, and therefore the broadening term is constant and this approximation holds. However, if the conduction band lifetimes are not negligible or the core-hole lifetime is variable, as in the case for L 2,3 edges [16] , an alternate method must be used.
For a given incident photon energy ω, we can define the exciton (photo-electron-core-hole pair) as a sum over intermediate states, weighted by the resonant energy denominator and broadened by Γ m , the lifetimes of both the excited photo-electron and the core hole,
where the states |m are electron-hole pairs involving the ground state conduction bands, E mi is the energy difference between the excited state m and the intial state i, and the Hamiltonian is the BSE-derived Hamiltonian from Eq. 6. We iteratively solve for |y(ω) using an adaptation of the generalized minimal residual (GMRES) algorithm [15, 17] . Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 7 the absorption spectra becomes
which must then be solved for each frequency point ω to build a spectrum.
Resonant Inelastic X-ray Scattering
In ocean, RIXS calculations are carried out analogously to experimental procedure;
The excitation energy is fixed, and then the emission spectrum is determined [18] . First the incoming x-ray excites the system into an intermediate state m, and then the core hole decays radiatively, leaving the system in some final state f . Non-radiative decays are also possible, and for low-Z nuclei like nitrogen much more prevelant than radiative decays. They were neither measured nor simulated in this work, but they determine a minimum lifetime broadening. The RIXS process is second-order in the Kramers-Heisenberg expansion
where we are now considering a two-photon process, and each photon has an energy, polarization, and momentum ω,ˆ , k (ω ,ˆ , k ). A strict accounting in powers of the electron-photon interaction A would suggest that we should include two additional terms. The first, A 2 , is the NRIXS term while the second comes from exchanging the absorption and emission vertices [19] . Both lack the resonant energy denominator in the intermediate state of Eq. 10
and are not calculated here.
Taking a cue from experiment we set the incoming x-ray energy ω by first solving for the intermediate state exciton |y(ω) using the GMRES. Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 10, the RIXS cross section becomes
where now the Green's function involves a valence-conduction electron-hole pair and depends on energy loss Ω = ω − ω and momentum transfer q = k − k between the initial and final
x-rays. The core hole is filled when the out-going x-ray is emitted, and therefore this final state is made up of a valence-band hole and conduction-band electron. For this final step we use a modified version of the valence (UV/Vis) BSE package ai2nbse [20] . Once again, when the electron and (valence) hole lifetimes can be approximated by a constant, the Haydock scheme can be used to generate the full spectra as a function of the energy loss Ω. Similarily, the GMRES algorithm can be used when variations in the state-dependent lifetime broadening are important by defining the final conduction-valence exciton
which depends upon both the incoming and outgoing x-rays. Inserting Eq. 12 into Eq. 11
Including valence excitonic effects per Eq. 11 shifts spectral weight toward higher emission energies (lower loss), reflecting the valence-hole-conduction-electron excitonic binding [21] [22] [23] . This effect is more pronounced at lower initial excitation energies where the photoelectron remains more localized. If we neglect electron-hole interactions in both the intermediate and final states the result is equivalent to treating RIXS as a convolution of occupied and unoccupied densities of states [24] . Non-resonant XES has long been treated as the occupied density of states projected onto the core hole, and experimentally RIXS is seen to approach the non-resonant limit within about 20 eV of threshold. The non-resonant condition can be defined in experiment as the point after which subsequent changes in incident photon energy have no effect on the emitted spectrum.
Several effects contribute to the cross-over from resonant to non-resonant emission. The final state in Eq. 11 does not include a core hole, and so contributions from every core hole are included in the coherent sum over intermediate states. Phonon scattering events can degrade the resulting interference effects by providing large momentum transfer at very small energy loss as compared to the electronic transitions, and therefore they can decouple the momenta of the core-hole and conduction-electron prior to x-ray emission [23, 25] . Other mechanisms such as multiple excitations, the creation of additional valence excitons or plasmons at higher excitation energies, also contribute to the loss of interference effects. Lastly, at high energies the conduction-band states asymptotically approach free-electron states and the bands become flat and dense, eliminating any k-space selectivity in the absorption matrix elements. Of these three factors, only the final one is included in our calculations.
Edge Alignment
Our approach described so far lacks an absolute energy alignment. The DFT calculations are done using pseudopotentials which lack 1s states. However, following previous, DFTbased spectroscopy investigations we reduce this free parameter to a single calibration [1, [26] [27] [28] . We compensate for the changed chemical environment around the nitrogen core-hole site and for each site calculate the 1s energy
where W is the screened Coulomb potential of the core hole and V KS is the total Kohn-Sham potential, both evaluated at the core-hole site τ . The remaining term ∆ is the calibration term which depends on the details of the psuedopotential and the size of the unit cell.
A single value of ∆ is used for all of the snapshots. While not as satisfying as an ab initio calibration, this approach is sufficient to compare various configurations of crystalline materials.
C. Vibrational Disorder
In crystalline systems, even those approaching 0 K, the ions are vibrating around their equilibrium positions. For extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) this disorder is parameterized as the Debye-Waller (DW) factor [29] . In EXAFS the DW term captures the broadening of peaks caused by the imperfect spacing of the vibrating atoms. Analogously in RIXS, variations away from a perfect crystal lead to a breakdown of the coherence, which can be parameterized into a temperature-dependent DW factor that mixes in some nonresonant emission [30] . However, in the near-edge, vibrational disorder can also lead to qualitative changes which cannot be captured by the DW factor, such as the observation of so-called dark states which would be dipole forbidden in the undistorted structure [31] . The ocean code treats the ions as fixed during the x-ray excitation process, but the effects of vibrational disorder can be considered by taking an average over an appropriate ensemble of structures. For very short core-hole lifetimes the ions will not have time to react to changes in electrostatic potential due to the core hole, and the correct ensemble can be constructed from the finite-temperature ground-state phonon distribution. In this work we take the approximation that the atoms are stationary on the time scale of the core-hole lifetime.
Ionic disorder can be modeled in several ways. Most simplistically, uncorrelated disorder can be added by way of distributing the ions according to their thermal parameters, as determined by x-ray or neutron scattering experiments. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are widely used, whereby several snapshots are used as structures for calculations. This approach is straightforward, and it has the advantage of providing physical insight into the behavior of a system, e.g., dynamics of supported nano-structures [32] . However, the nuclei in MD simulations are treated classically, and molecular solids have a significant number of very high-frequency vibrational modes associated with intramolecular motion. These modes can be in the 1000 cm −1 to 3000 cm −1 range or some 5 to 15 times k B T at room temperature, and therefore they may be poorly sampled by standard MD. Path integral molecular dynamics includes the quantum behavior, but at a greatly increased computational cost [33, 34] .
Previously we introduced an alternate approach for generating an ensemble of structures based upon populating the phonon modes of the system [1]. Our method is designed for crystalline systems where the ions have well-defined centroid positions around which they vibrate. It requires only modest computational cost and can be used to explore temperature dependence at no significant additional cost. Briefly, phonon modes are calculated using density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT) as implemented in the Quantum ESPRESSO package [35] . In subsection C.1 we review constructing phonon modes using DFPT within the harmonic approximation; in C.2 we outline our procedure for creating snapshots; and in C.3 we discuss some limitations of our approach.
Harmonic approximation
The interatomic forces are assumed to be harmonic, such that the vibrational system can be fully defined by the matrix of force constants
where u i (R) [u j (R )] is the displacement of ion i (j) in directionˆ (ˆ ) and cell R (R ).
The calculation of the force constants is carried out in reciprocal space on a uniform mesh q. The force constants have limited real-space range, dying off as |R − R | increases, and therefore Fourier interpolation can be used to generate a much denser q-mesh without explicit calculation. We refer the reader to Ref. 35 and references therein. The dynamical matrix is defined from the force constants
which can be diagonalized to give the phonon modes ξ and frequencies ω.
To build up a representative set of structures we first note that we have assumed that the ions are moving in harmonic potentials. Therefore the probability density of a given ion i moving in mode λ, q can be given by a normal distribution with variance
where n(ω λ,q ; T ) = e ω λ,q /k B T − 1 −1 is the Bose occupation number which varies with temperature T , and k B is Boltzman's constant. The probability that an ion i will be displaced by some amount ∆τ along its phonon trajectory ξ(x) is then simply
The factor of 1 /2 in the variance is the zero-point motion -for a quantum harmonic oscillator the lowest state has finite extent, which for light nuclei can be significant. For example, the symmetric breathing mode of the hydrogen atoms in NH 4 NO 3 has a calculated frequency of ≈3000 cm −1 , which has negligible occupation at room temperature. However, the zero-point motion of this mode gives each hydrogen a standard deviation of 0.1 a.u., ±5% of the NH bond length.
Building snapshots
We construct structures by perturbing the system with noise. For each structure we take a set of random numbers {g} according to the probability distribution calculated in Eq. 18
for that mode. The total displacement of atom i in cell R in each directionˆ is
Note that the amplitude g assigned to each mode is shared by every atom in the supercell. In this way the disorder is correlated by mode, e.g., in the aforementioned hydrogen breathing mode all four hydrogen atoms would be displaced by the same amount. Each structure is the result of its own set of random numbers {g}, and by summing the spectra of many structures together we create an average calculated spectrum that can be compared to the observed spectrum.
Limitations
Our approach is designed for crystals where each atom is in a stable minimum of the potential energy surface. This excludes liquids or crystals near a phase transition where the atomic positions may in fact be on saddle points. This method also assumes that the phonon modes remain harmonic and independent for all atomic displacements that are probed by the disorder. These drawbacks could be mitigated by including cubic and quartic corrections to the potential energy surface of each phonon mode. In addition, cross terms between modes will enter in at the same order in mode displacement as the quartic term, complicating the approach.
For very large structures calculating phonon modes with DFPT is not feasible as the computational cost grows with the third power of the number of atoms [35] . Instead a limited force constant matrix can be constructed in real-space by analyzing molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations [36] . While in principle this alternate method could be substituted into our workflow, this work only concerns quite small unit cells, and we have not investigated an appropriate cross-over from reciprocal-to real-space methods for calculating the force constants.
IV. RESULTS
Ammonium nitrate can be thought of as a binary ionic crystal with an electron transferred from the NH + 4 to the NO − 3 . At ambient conditions it forms a Pmmn crystal structure. The planar nitrate ions are aligned in layers, resulting in a well-defined anisotropy in the electronic response. However, our experimental data were taken on a powdered sample, and so both the measured and calculated x-ray spectra are averaged over polarizations. We checked that including quadrupole terms in the transition operator had no effect on the calculated spectra, and therefore only the dipole term was included in the calculations shown here.
A. Electronic structure
We used the abinit DFT package [37] to carry out self-energy calculations of NH 4 NO 3 using the experimentally determined atomic coordinates and lattice parameters [38] and the local-density approximation (LDA) as parameterized by Ceperley/Alder Perdew/Wang [39] . We used a Γ-centered 4 3 k-point grid, and, because we are interested in the behavior of the full valence band, we used contour deformation for calculating the self-energy. We self-consistently updated the energies of the Kohn-Sham orbitals, but held the orbitals themselves constant. Typical of GW calculations, the screening is calculated within the random phase approximation. As was noted previously, the NO σ bonds in NH 4 NO 3 have a large amount of self-energy broadening that is clearly evident in the XES [1].
We show the GW-corrected band structure for ammonium nitrate in figure 1. Wannier orbitals were constructed from hydrogenic states using the wannier90 code [40] so that the nitrogen p-type orbitals could be projected onto the band structure. Each band is colored based upon the overlap with p-type states on either the nitrate nitrogen or on the ammonium nitrogen. Bright, blue states are majority nitrate based, whereas bright orange is associated with a strong contribution from the ammonium. The light grey states have little contribution from either, whereas darker states have both.
Starting from the most-bound, the N NO 3 2s states (not pictured) form a flat band at therefore not present in the spectra. The main contributions to the emission come from the cluster of bands between −10 eV and −13 eV. In the core-level spectroscopy, however, the two inequivalent nitrogen sites have very different chemical shifts, and the NH 4 -derived peak is in fact observed some 4 eV to 5 eV lower in energy than the NO 3 contribution. The ammonium 2p states are relatively isotropic and show little k-dependence. In contrast, the NO 3 π states have distinct hotspots in the Brillioun zone. Lastly, the least-bound cluster of bands between −5 eV and −3 eV are primarily delocalized oxygen 2p-type states which contribute a small peak to the nitrogen Kα emission.
The conduction band picture is complicated, and caution must be used when comparing it to x-ray absorption, as the band structure only reflects the ground state. The strong, local core-hole potential will selectively pull down states near the excitation site. With that disclaimer we have included the lowest sixteen conduction bands in figure 1. The LUMO and LUMO+1 are primarily associated with the nitrate ion and lead to the strong exciton peak in the XAS. While the first bands with ammonium p-type character are much higher into the conduction band, the same chemical shift that affects the emission brings their contribution to the XAS much closer in energy to that of the nitrate.
As previously noted, the NO σ bonds have a very large, 1.1 eV, imaginary self-energy 
B. X-ray Spectra
The calculated spectra are averages over an ensemble of 15 structures including vibrational disorder [1] . The structures were created from 2×2×2 supercells using the method outlined in section III.C. For the x-ray spectra calculated in this work we have used orbitals from the plane-wave DFT package Quantum ESPRESSO [42] . Our calculations use pseudopotentials, and so an auxiliary atomic code and pseudopotential inversion scheme are necessary for core-level spectroscopy [8] . Electron orbitals are calculated on a regular grid in the Brillouin zone |ψ n,k = e ik·r |u n,k , and overlap integrals are carried out by summing over this grid. To accelerate convergence we use a symmetry-breaking shift [15] and an adaptation of the k-space interpolation scheme of Shirley as extended by Prendergast and Louie [43, 44] . We found a 2 × 2 × 2 k-point grid to be sufficient such that increasing the number of k-points would have no discernable effects on the resulting spectra.
The cost of carrying out GW calculations for 15 supercells was considered to be pro- The real part of the self-energy correction for the conduction bands can be captured using a static shift, i.e., scissor operator. The valence band states are more complicated with energy-dependent real and imaginary self-energy corrections, but the occupied states can be separated into various groups by their DFT energies (Fig. 2) . Within each group the GW corrections are relatively uniform. This uniformity within well-separated groups means the corrections can be averaged over k-points to give a correction ∆Σ n that is a function of band only. While we include the effects of disorder through the DFT calculations of each supercell, we assume that variations in the GW corrections from disorder should be small and calculate ∆Σ n only for the ordered cell using the GW calculation from the previous section.
X-ray Absorption
The measured and calculated nitrogen K-edge XAS of ammonium nitrate are shown in figure 3a . In addition to the disordered cell we also show the spectrum from a cell with all the atoms frozen at their average positions. The disordered cells include 0.1 eV broadening from the core hole lifetime, while the frozen cell also includes an additional 0.5 eV Gaussian broadening. The effect of including disorder is dramatic. Specifically, the NH 4 exciton is sharp and distinct when using the "frozen" configuration, but becomes smeared out and almost indistinguishable once vibrations are taken into account. In contrast, the NO 3 exciton remains sharp, and most of its apparent broadening is from the ammonium peak widening and contributing to spectral strength below the nitrate peak. The addition of disorder adds peak dependent broadening with little change in total spectral weight.
The calculated and measured absorption spectra have several differences. The most notable variance is the relative intensities of the main exciton at 405 eV versus the higher-energy features from 411 eV to 418 eV. Some of this discrepancy arises from difficulties in converting from the measured partial fluorescence yield to absorption. The short mean free path of both the incident and out-going (fluoresced) x-rays results in strong self-absorption effects, and the final peak intensities are very sensitive to the details of the self-absorption corrections.
More subtley, our calculation method over-broadens the ammonium peak, reducing the apparent spectral weight of the main exciton. This gives rise to the spurious spectral weight below the edge (400 eV to 403 eV), and is more evident when only the NH The significant difference in behavior between the nitrate and ammonium excitons originates in the differences between the excitons' shapes and overlaps with the atoms in the crystal. By using Eq. 8, we can solve for the excitonic wavefunction as a function of energy and plot the exciton's electron density in real-space around the core hole. Using the "frozen" configuration we solved for the excitonic wavefunctions associated with an ammonium-centered (406.6 eV) and a nitrate-centered (405.1 eV) nitrogen hole, and the resulting electron densities are shown in figures 3b and 3d respectively. At 405.1 eV only x-rays polarized along the c-axis have any spectral weight, while the ammonium exciton at 406.6 eV is nearly degenerate forx,ŷ, orẑ polarizations; we show only a single polarization.
We have also included a higher-energy nitrate feature at 412.8 eV withˆ =x.
The lowest nitrate exciton extends above and below the NO 3 plane into relatively empty spaces. Hence, it is mostly unaffected by the relative motion of the nitrogen and oxygen constituents of the nitrate. In contrast the ammonium exciton encompasses the hydrogen atoms, and will be strongly affected by changes in the NH bond lengths or angles. Compounding this sensitivity to the relative hydrogen locations, their small atomic mass leads to correspondingly larger displacements of the hydrogen atoms away from their equilibrium positions. The higher-energy nitrate features around 412 eV lie primarily along the NO bonds (Fig. 3c) , and, like the ammonium peak, are also quite sensitive to intramolecular vibrations.
RIXS
Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering spectra were obtained at fourteen excitation energies above the nitrogen K edge. Each spectrum was taken with a count time of 4200 s and was normalized to the beam intensity from the monochromator. The spectra were then corrected for self-absorption in the sample at the excitation energy. Spectra were taken at excitation energies 1 eV apart up to 410 eV and 2 eV apart thereafter. The calibrated excitation energies are noted by short vertical lines on the absorption spectrum in figure 3a.
The emission spectra contain two main features that can be identified as arising separately from the ammonium and the nitrate constituents by comparing to previous experiments on compounds containing only one of the two as well as the calculated emission which can assumes that the BSE Hamiltonian is Hermitian, and therefore it is incompatible with the complex energies obtained from the GW calculations. To generate the GW-corrected RIXS spectra we used the same GMRES approach as outlined in III.B.2 within the valence code [15] . Calibration of the calculated emission energy was done once and used for all the RIXS spectra.
A selection of RIXS spectra is shown in Fig. 4 . The main ammonium feature is a broad peak ranging from around 387 eV to 391 eV which orginates from NH 4 σ orbitals. The measured spectrum changes little with excitation energy, c.f., 403.23 eV versus 407.25 eV. At excitation energies with little contribution from the nitrate such as 403 eV, 407 eV, and 409 eV the higher energy feature at 394.5 eV comes from overlap with the shallow valence bands. Throughout, the calculated RIXS underestimates the relative intensity and spacing of this smaller peak. The calculated shape of the main ammonium peak is consistently too high in energy and asymmetric compared with the measured spectra. We attribute these discrepancies to a neglect of vibrational relaxation during the RIXS process which for the light hydrogen atoms could prove significant. The lowest energy feature in the emission around 382 eV orginates from the NO σ bonds.
Unsurprisingly it is strongest at excitation energies which exhibit a strong peak associated with the NO π bonds (though polarized emission spectra would separate these two). The extreme broadening observed in experiment stands in stark contrast to previous XES calculations [45] or the band structure in Fig. 1 which indicates that the NO σ bands have almost no dispersion. RIXS calculations using LDA energies are shown as red, dotted lines for 405.24 eV, 412.27 eV, and 424.30 eV. These show that some broadening of the NO σ band arise from vibrational disorder in the crystal, but it is only after GW-corrected, complex energies are included that the calculations begin to show the sort of broadening observed experimentally (see Fig. 2 ). However, even including the GW corrections, the calculated NO σ peak is much narrower in the calculation than in experiment. Both measured and calculated spectra show a sharpening of the NO σ peak as the excitation energy is lowered towards the edge, e.g., from 412.27 eV to 405.24 eV. This is the result of excitonic binding of the final conduction-band electron and valence-band hole.
Our approach neglects the response of the atoms to the sudden creation of a core hole by x-ray absorption. Even though the core hole lifetime is only a few femtoseconds we expect some relaxation to occur. To test what effects might be seen by incorporating relaxation we considered 2 3 ordered supercells with one of the nitrogen peudopotentials replaced with a core-hole pseudopotential, i.e., a 1s 1 2s 2 2p 5 instead of 1s 2 2s 2 2p 4 configuration, and we allowed the nearest neighbor atoms to relax [46] . With the core hole on the NO − 3 the NO bond distance increased by 0.1 a.u., which caused the emission energy of the the NO π peak to increase by 0.8 eV. When instead the core hole was placed on the ammonium the local structure changes dramatically. One of the hydrogen atoms is ejected from the ammonium and binds instead to an oxygen, creating an N * H 3 and an NO 3 H. The NH bond length changes from 2.0 a.u. to 3.4 a.u. while the OH bond goes from 3.3 a.u. to 1.9 a.u. This change lowers the main NH σ emission peak by 1.5 eV and strengthens the higher-energy secondary peak significantly in addition to lowering it by around 1 eV. For both ammoniumand nitrate-centered core holes the changes in calculated emission upon relaxation of the neighboring atoms was consistent with reducing the discrepancies between the calculated and measured emission. However, this assumes a very long-lived core hole. A thorough accounting of the excited-state vibrational effects must consider both the influence of the exciton, which may remain very localized near threshold, and the limited lifetime of the core hole, either of which could substantially alter our preliminary results.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented measured and calculated RIXS spectra of the nitrogen K edge in ammonium nitrate. The measured emission shows dramatic changes in features and intensities as the absorption energy is varied. Our Bethe-Salpeter equation approach within the ocean code adequately captures the spectral changes seen in experiment, but we note the critical addition of several steps beyond a standard BSE approach for calculating x-ray spectra of crystalline systems was needed.
The first is the need to simulate the intrinsic disorder in the crystal from vibrations (both thermal and zero-point motion). As was shown previously, the effect of vibrational disorder in ammonium nitrate on the nitrogen XAS is dramatic [1] . This is compounded in RIXS calculations where a failure to accurately describe absorption precludes a meaningful emission spectrum. In ammonium nitrate vibrational disorder changes the near-edge region (below 410 eV) from a highly structured spectrum with two well-separated peaks to one with a sharp nitrate peak overlayed on top of a highly-broadened ammonium peak. The measured emission at 403 eV and 404 eV clearly show this ammonium character, and the ocean calculation is able to capture this effect by sampling disordered configurations.
The second important consideration is the effect of the fully complex GW corrections.
The substantial many-body lifetime broadening of the NO σ bonds is responsible for the majority of the calculated broadening of their corresponding emission feature with a smaller effect coming from initial-state vibrational disorder. The calculations include this self-energy broadening only at the quasiparticle level which assumes that the spectral function is represented by a Lorentzian distribution A(ω) = −π −1 Γ/(ω 2 + Γ 2 ), but for large broadenings this assumption may be poor. However, going beyond this quasiparticle assumption would require a reformulation of the BSE and is beyond the scope of this work.
Neglected in our calculations to date is any consideration of vibrational relaxations around the core hole or interference effects between intermediate and final-state vibrations. This has been previously investigated in molecular systems with few enough relevant electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom that explicit Hamiltonians can be constructed [47] and also in model systems [25] . Prior work exists for aqueous systems, following the molecular dynamics of the system between the creation of the core hole and its subsequent decay and tracing the effect of the changing structure on the x-ray emission [48, 49] . Future work is needed to incorporate this effect into a crystalline, condensed matter framework.
The broadening of the NO σ peak in the emission spectra is attributed to a self-energy effect which is largely captured within the GW approximation. A reexamination of other x-ray emission and Auger experiments at the nitrogen K edge of nitrate compounds shows that this effect is general across several compounds, though it was not remarked upon until recently [1]. We suggest that this anomolously large lifetime broadening can be understood via a simple interpretation of Σ = iGW , wherein the coupling of the NO σ orbitals into Σ is enhanced by the availablity of NO π orbitals. The energy difference between these sets of orbitals of ≈12 eV exceeds the optical bandgap, and therefore the energy conservation required by the GW loop can be easily satisfied by electron-hole excitations. We expect that this effect will be general to nitrates as well as other compounds such as isoelectronic isomers or any compound in which the local orbitals are split in energy, isolating the more-bound valence band states by more than the band gap.
